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Having lived ten years in Germany and married to a German who loves to cook traditional dishes

from her homeland, this book is a big hit at our house. I find all my favorite recipes with their origins

explained and we find new favorites every time we open it. The recipies are quite accurate and easy

to follow. Most have photos so you can see how they are traditionally served. The photos and the

historical information make this book fun to read and to cook with. The recipies are organized by

regions, German states to be exact, and it has a nice index for searching by other parameters. It's a

large format coffee table book that your dinner guests will enjoy, especially after some Shweinehaxe

mit Rotkraut. Ein Prosit!

It is a wonderful way to introduce foreigners to the basic recipesof traditional German cooking while

also providing colorful glimpsesinto historic cityscapes and landscapes. It would be wrong, however,

tocome to the conclusion that you have hit contemporary cooking.Today'sCulinaria are defined by

its multicultural society and by a people whoare known to be one of the most curious and

adventurous travelers.You have to look or connect with a local aficionado to find the realoriginal

food hidden in "Gastwirtschafts" in old towns' alleys and inpittoresque spots of the countryside. The

book makes a very nice gift.

There is nothing fancy about German cooking. It is hearty food meant to provide nourishment. That



said, virtually all of German cuisine might be defined as "comfort food". This book in great detail,

both in text and excellent colour photography, educates the reader that there is plenty of regional

fare that is uniquely German.

This looks like a great book but I'm returning it because the description is misleading. It is not an

"English and German edition," but English only. I'm studying German and will be living in Germany,

so I thought it would be helpful to have a bilingual version with the German names of ingredients,

etc. This is actually the same as--but larger and much heavier than--the less expensive paperback

version.

This was nothing like I thought and not much interest to me.
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